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Introduction – Key Message 

•  Extraction of marine aggregate in Commonwealth waters
 presents a unique opportunity to develop a large, untapped
 resource to meet a critical local market need (now and into the
 future) in a way that minimises impacts to the environment.	


•  This is a proposal for a new Marine Minerals Industry which fulfills
 a key economic goal of the NSW 2021 State Plan to “restore
 economic growth and establish NSW as the first place in Australia to
 do business”.	


•  The targeted resource is around 160 Mt and worth in excess of
 $4 billion ex bin over 80 years.	


•  Exploration for marine aggregate as a source of construction sand
 for Sydney has merit from both resource and environmental
 perspectives – it is low impact, environmentally sustainable and
 socially equitable.	
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Sydney Fine Aggregate Market 



 Sydney’s sand requirements
 (Demand for sand) 

•  The Sydney Planning Region (SPR) uses about 20 Mt of fine and course
 aggregates every year.	


•  The SPR currently consumes up to 7 Mt of fine aggregate (sand)
 annually.	


•  Used for ready-mixed concrete, concrete products, mortar and fill	


•  48% is fine to medium grained sand, 36% is medium to coarse grained
 and 15% is clayey sand.	


•  Future fine aggregate demand within the SPR is estimated at around 
 75 Mt between 2010 and 2020 and 245 Mt by 2040.	




How are Sydney’s sand requirements met?
 (Supply of sand) 

•  2010 – Total resources in SPR
 around 32 Mt	


•  85% of construction sand
 supply is obtained from within
 the SPR	


•  Sand resources with consent:	


  Fine - medium sand	


  Fine - coarse sand	


  Clayey sand	


•  15% (1 Mtpa) is currently
 imported from outside the
 SPR. 	


100 km	


50 km	


Ref:  Google Earth	




The issue… 

•  There is a  looming construction sand supply shortage in Sydney.	


•  Significant shortfalls expected as traditional sources are exhausted and
 operations cease:	


•  Penrith Lakes (2012-14)  4.3 Mtpa (1.9 Mt F-C sand, 2.4 Mt gravel)	


•  Kurnell (~2014) 1.5 Mtpa (F-M sand)	


•  Shortfalls will have to be met by increased production from friable
 sandstone areas within planning region (Maroota and Somersby) and
/or from imports outside the SPR (Newnes Plateau, Southern
 Highlands and Stockton)	


•  All deliveries are by truck and for every Mt imported into the SPR an
 extra 66,000* truck movements will occur (* round trip).	




How might future requirements be met? 
(Potential sand resources)	


Remaining fine aggregate resources after 2010:	


	
M-C Sand - Richmond Lowlands	

      - Class 1 agricultural land	


	
Clayey Sand - Maroota, Somersby,	

      Newnes, Southern Highlands	

      - environmental and community 	

      issues	


	
F-M Sand – Stockton	

	
- long distance to market (~195km)	


	
F-M Sand	

	
Marine Aggregate (State Waters)	

	
- no exploration/extraction allowed	

	
as all State waters a reserve	


Ref:  Pienmunne & Whitehouse, 2001	




Predicted environmental impacts
 (1Mtpa Operation) 
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Impacts of Marine Aggregate 
Extraction 



Potential impacts 

•  Beach erosion (shoreline movement)	


•  Changes to coastal processes (currents and wave climate)	


•  Changes to seabed depth (bathymetry) and topography	


•  Conflicts with other marine resources and users.	


•  Turbidity plumes during dredging operations	


•  Disturbance and depopulation of the benthic ecology	




Beach erosion 

•  No impact	


•  Internationally, restrictions are placed 
on distance from shore and water 
depth of the site (typically 5km 
offshore and >30m water depth)	


•  NSW:	


•  Gordon (1980) - water depths 
>45m and to 3m below seabed	


•  AECOM (2010) – inshore limit of 
extraction off beaches – 35m;  off 
rocky cliffed coast – 25m, to 5m 
below seabed	


•  Coastal Protection Regulation 
(2011) – water depths >30m 
(DECCW)	


Ref: Manly Daily	




Coastal processes 

•  No impact	


•  Gordon and Hoffman (1984) studied sediment transport on the
 Sydney shelf:	


•  Net sediment transport is to the north	


•  The southerly current seldom induces enough seabed shear to
 entrain sediment	


•  At the 60 and 80m sites sediment transport events are rare	


•  Suspended transport was dominant at all sites	


•  Geomarine (1993) in studies for Metromix EIS stated:	


•  Extraction would have no discernible effect on the wave climate,	


•  Localised effect on currents within extraction area, but no change
 to overall current structure	




Changes to seabed depth
 (Bathymetry) 

•  Low impact	


•  Extraction would create a small
 depression in the sea floor ~ 2m
 deep at end of extraction period	


•  Drag head would create furrows on
 the sea floor approx. 1.5m wide
 and 0.2m deep during extraction.
 Comparable in size to larger
 ripples on the sea floor	


•  Corkery and Co (1993) concluded
 extraction would result in
 negligible change in bathymetry on
 Sydney’s continental shelf.	


Ref: Swathe Services	




Other users - Fisheries and fish 

•  Low impact on commercial 
fisheries	


•  Very little information on 
trawl boundaries and intensity 
of trawling in NSW	


•  Main trawl in area of interest 
is for whiting	


•  Extraction will have no impact 
on larger mobile species - 
whales, fish and prawns can 
avoid or swim away from the 
dredger drag head. 	


Ref:  GeoOcean Horizons	




•  Low impact	


•  Dredging operations can cause turbidity depending on sediment 
type, percent fines (target resource <2% fines)	


•  Turbidity at drag head considered negligible	


•  Main turbidity from over flow from hopper – on-board filters and 
subsurface discharge	


•  Underwater plume would disperse and settle on the sea floor	


•  Need understanding of the hydrodynamic regime at a site	


•  Turbidity also caused by:	


•  naturally occurring events – floods, storms, waves	


•  and human activities – trawling, shipping, effluent discharge, 
dumping dredge spoil. 	


Turbidity 



 Turbidity 

Ref: Google Earth	


Turbidity from prop wash	


Turbidity plume from dredger	


Natural turbidity – flood plume	


Image: P. Davies, DECCW	
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Figure 2.15 SeaWiFS quasi-true colour image showing high-flow river discharge from the 
Hawkesbury and Hunter rivers, 11 August 1998 (Image: Peter Davies, DECCW). 

Freshwater plumes may play an important role in primary production, as phytoplankton blooms 
have been observed at the plume/ocean boundary. These are thought to be stimulated by 
elevated nutrient concentrations and increased photic depth as a result of the decrease in 
suspended sediments through mixing of the plume and oceanic water (Devlin et al., 2001; 
Davies, 2005; Davies and Eyre, 2005). Additionally, Glaister (1978) examined catches of the 
school prawn (Metapenaeus macleayi) in relation to river discharge, and found that these increased 
during peak flow times of the Clarence River.  

Very little flood plume monitoring has been undertaken in Australia, including in the HCRCMA 
area; the majority of studies have focused on the effect of flood plumes on the Great Barrier 
Reef (GBR) (e.g. Devlin et al., 2001; Davies and Eyre, 2005). Research into the spatial and 
temporal patterns of flood plume composition and distribution along the GBR has 
demonstrated that the major influences upon plume dispersal are wind direction and strength, 
discharge volume from the flooded rivers, and the steering effect of headlands and reefs (Devlin 
et al., 2001; Devlin and Brodie, 2005). It is likely that the dispersal and distribution of flood 
plumes within the HCRCMA are also influenced by these driving forces. However, when wind 
conditions are calm during plume development, a combination of the Coriolis effect and 
prevailing oceanic currents will dominate the dispersal characteristics (e.g. Davies, 2005).  

Lee and Pritchard (1999) calculated discharge and nutrient loads from the Hunter River during a 
flood event in 1998 and estimated that between 27–144 t of phosphorus and 40-190 t of 
nitrogen were discharged per day. This compares with daily wet-weather averages of 1.3 t of 

•  Natural turbidity can have a much
 greater impact on the marine
 environment	




•  Moderate impact, but can be monitored and managed	


•  Dredging affects benthic communities by direct destruction and disturbance at 
the drag head (cut 1.5m wide by 0.2m deep), but is highly localised and short-
term	


•  Research overseas has shown that re-colonisation starts straight away and the 
seabed is biologically similar within 2-3 years 	


•  Status of knowledge of benthic ecology on NSW continental shelf:	


•  Very little known and most information in grey literature (ie unpublished reports)	


•  Broken Bay study (1980) found species adapted to unstable shifting sediments	


•  Deepwater outfall monitoring program (1992) found substantial spatial and 
temporal variation in communities	


•  Metromix (1993) found: no difference between macrofauna assemblages at different 
sites; weak correlation between grain size and abundance of benthic assemblages; 
and assemblages in dredge plots were re-established within 2 months	


•  Rowland (1999) found differences in benthos with water depth	


•  Hacking (2003)- little knowledge of the NSW benthic communities, therefore 
difficult to assess impact of dredging.	


Benthic ecology 



Benefits of Marine Aggregate 
Extraction 



•  Deliver large volumes direct to metro markets	

•  Greatly reducing impact of heavy trucks - less truck movements, 

better air quality and lower CO2 emissions, lower noise generation 
and less road damage, congestion and and less road accidents and 
fatalities	


•  Lower product costs	

•  No dust generated during extraction or processing	

•  Processing marine sand uses less water than land-based operations	

•  Concrete using rounded marine sand is easier on equipment and 

can be pumped to higher elevations	


Other benefits of marine aggregate industry:	

•  Fewer land use pressures around Sydney’s fringe	

•  Regional deposits can more appropriately supply local markets	

•  Job creation in new marine minerals industry	

•  Royalty stream over more than 80 years	


Benefits 



Onshore vs Offshore 
Extraction and Delivery 



•  Recent published study* compared getting sand from a quarry and
 from the marine environment for the nourishment of European
 beaches	


•  Both will have impacts, but marine extraction and delivery gave
 better economic and environmental results:	


•  Execution period by dredger is about 10x shorter – 3 vs 40
 weeks, 	


•  The delivered price is 2-3x lower – €4.85 vs €12.25/m3, and	


•  CO2 emissions are 7-8x less – 2.89 vs 22.01 kg CO2/m3	


•  Did not take into account indirect costs and impacts of delivery of
 the sand by truck – congestion, accidents and damage to roads	


Onshore/offshore comparison 

*Vidal, R. and van Oord, G., 2010 Environmental impacts in beach nourishment:  A comparison of options.	

 Terra el aqua, no. 119, pg 14-20.	




Marine Aggregate Proposal 



•  Explore for marine aggregate on NSW continental shelf	


•  Commonwealth waters: 3 to 4.5 Nm (5.6 - 8.3km) offshore	


•  Water depths: 50 – 80m	


•  They are relict (ancient) beach deposits	


•  Sediments: Fine to medium grained, clean sand, <2% fines,
 ~5-10% CaCO3	


•  Legislation: Offshore Minerals Act 1994 	


•  Designated Authority - NSW Minister	


•  Joint Authority - Commonwealth and NSW Ministers	


Target resource area 

Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	
View of the coastline from 3 nautical miles offshore	




Ref:  DECCW 2010	


 

Seabed habitat mapping of the continental shelf of NSW 133

 

Figure 112. Distribution of known seabed habitats within the Newcastle to Broken Bay region. 

 

                                                                                                                  Seabed habitat mapping of the continental shelf of NSW 138 

 

Figure 116. Distribution of known seabed habitats between Broken Bay to Stanwell Park. 

•  Very little data exists in the target resource area.	


•  The target area is a long distance offshore, well outside the littoral
 zone and not part of the current beach systems.  	


Target resource area 



Ref:   AGSO, 1993	


Previous work in the target area 



Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	


Targeted aggregate resource 



Seabed images - Habitats 

Ref: Google Earth	
 Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	


•  Images of the seabed showing the typical benthic habitats within
 the target area 	


•  Essentially extensive areas of sand with very little visible seabed
 biota (scattered worm tubes and occasional solitary sponges(?)	




Seabed images - Habitats 

Ref: Google Earth	
 Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	




Seabed images - Habitats 

Ref: Google Earth	
 Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	




Marine Aggregate Exploration 



Seabed exploration involves 
both geophysical and sampling 
techniques - 	


•  Multibeam echosounder
(swathe acoustic) survey	


•  Sub-bottom profiler survey	


•  Grab sampling	


•  Vibracoring	


Proposed work program 

Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	




Ref: Swathe Services	


Multibeam echosounder survey   
- Results 

•  The multibeam echosounder survey system collects high-resolution
 georeferenced depth and seabed acoustic backscatter data. 	


•   Used to map the seabed morphology and characterise the seabed
 roughness and hardness, which is a function of its grain size and
 morphology. 	




Multibeam echosounder survey  - 
Equipment 

Ref: Swathe Services	




Sub bottom profiler survey 
Equipment & Results 

Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	


•  The sub-bottom profiler survey will gather data on the stratigraphy and
 morphology on the sedimentary units in the MEL application area. 	




Grab sampling 

Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	


•  A surface sediment sampling program will collect samples of the
 seabed and enable the mapping of the different sediment types	


•  Grab samples are around 2-5kg in size and their collection will have
 no impact on the environment	




Vibracoring 

Ref: Quaternary Resources	


•   Vibracores collected to ‘ground truth’ the sub-bottom profiling
 interpretation and collect samples for analysis	


•    Vibracore systems are lightweight (~250kg), electrically driven, use no
 drilling muds or fluids, and are clean, low impact operations	




Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	




Ref: Quaternary Resources Pty Ltd	


Vibracore processing 



Marine Aggregate Extraction 



•  Most suited to clean, even 
distributed deposits	


•  Hopper capacity: 2,000 - 
33,000m3	


•  Speed 13 kts, extract  at 1-1.5 
kts	


•  1 or 2 trailing drag heads; 	


•  Drag head will create furrows 
1.5m wide, 0.2m deep	


•  Slurry deposited into hopper, 
excess water discharged	


•  self-unloading	


Trailing suction hopper dredge 

Ref: www.offshore-mag.com	


Ref: www.shipspotting.com	


Ref: www.technofysica.nl	




Ref: BMAPA	
Ref:  The Crown Estate	


Ref: Google Earth	




Possible Landing Sites 



•  Glebe Island/White Bay	


•  Blackwattle Bay	


•  Cook River/Alexandria 
Canal	


•  Port Botany	


•  Kurnell	


•  Brooklyn	


•  Newcastle	


Ref: Google Earth	


Possible landing sites 



Processing Marine Aggregate 



•  Fully automated from unloading to 
finished product	


•  Unloading 4,500-5,000m3 from vessel  
~ 4 hrs	


•  Wet screen to remove salt, any fines 
and coarser material ie shell	


•  Dewatering system to achieve 10% 
moisture content in product	


•  Fines extracted using cyclone circuits	


•  Wash water treated by an Effluent 
Treatment System to provide high 
quality treated water for reuse	


Processing 

Ref:  www.centristic.co.uk	




Marine aggregate extraction – 
International perspective 



International production	


•  Extraction of aggregate from marine environments is well
 established in internationally developed countries with little impact
 on the environment.	
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UK example 

•  Since 1955 about 500 Mt of aggregates have been
 dredged from the sea. 1990’s averaged 23.5 Mt/yr	


•  About 21% of aggregate used is supplied from offshore	


•  30% of the production exported to Europe	


•  Dredging licences cover 0.12% of UK continental shelf 	


•  On average 15% of the licenced areas are dredged in
 any one year	


•  Aggregate consumption rate per capita in England and
 Wales is 3.6 t/c (rest of Europe 7-9, Chinese Taipei
 8.1 and Japan 7.9).  Sydney ~5 t/c	


•  Aggregate Levy Sustainability Fund established in 2002.	

Ref: www.thecrownestate.co.uk	




Conclusion 

•  There is a looming critical shortage of fine aggregate (sand)
 within the Sydney basin for the construction market;	


•  Marine aggregate resources in Commonwealth waters off NSW
 could address this shortage and provide an alternative long
-term, low impact and environmentally sustainable solution to
 Sydney’s sand supply;	


•  This project represents a new Marine Minerals Industry which
 fulfills a key economic goal of the NSW 2021 State Plan and will
 entail significant private sector investment and create jobs into
 the future. 	



